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In the weeks since our last visit to Ann Arbor, we have prepared a *Phase 1: Overview* report for presentation and distribution to the wider University and Ann Arbor community. In tandem, we have compiled additional information to advance the work of the plan. Here we append graphics that are still in draft form, for discussion with the Advisory Committee.

- *Regional maps* from the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG)
  -- 1995 Land Use/Land Cover (Preliminary Data), Southeast Michigan
  -- Urbanization of Land 1995 and 2020
  -- Generalized Local Plans, Southeast Michigan

- *Campus Scale Comparisons*, showing the University of Michigan side-by-side with other campuses at the same drawing scale.


- *"Learning Channels" maps*, including:
  -- Students Taking Courses in Academic Units Other than Their Own
  -- Dual and Joint Degree Programs
  -- Breakdown of Students by Program
  -- 1997-1998 Undergraduate Residence Hall Occupancy

- *Maps updated from draft Phase 1 reports*, but not included in Phase 1: Overview final report:
  -- University Buildings: Historic Designations
  -- University Building Heights
  -- University Buildings by Age
  -- Projects in Planning.